Comparison of antidepressant responses in patients with bipolar vs. unipolar depression: a meta-analytic review.
Since there is considerable uncertainty about therapeutic responses to antidepressants among depressed patients diagnosed with bipolar (BP) vs. unipolar (UP) mood disorders, we have reviewed available studies that compared both types of depressed patients. Extensive computerized literature-searching identified reports of antidepressant studies involving both BP and UP depressed patients. We used random-effects meta-analysis to compare short-term drug responses by patient type, as well as meta-regression modeling for effects of selected covariates. We identified only 10 studies meeting even liberal inclusion criteria, and they varied greatly in size and design quality. The overall difference in antidepressant responses between BP (n=863) and UP (n=2 226) disorder patients was not significant (pooled RR=1.05; CI: 0.96-1.15; P=0.34). Based on meta-regression, we also found no difference in responses based on diagnosis or subtype, subjects/study, % women, average age, or length of treatment based on meta-regression. Risk of manic-switching averaged 2.50 vs. 0.275%/week among BP vs. UP disorder patients, including co-treatment with mood stabilizers in 70% of BP patients. The findings suggest little difference in antidepressant responses by diagnostic type, sex, or other factors considered, but a substantial risk of mania and hypomania with BP disorders. However, data pertaining to the fundamental question of antidepressant response among BP vs. UP depressed patients were strikingly limited, and support only tentative conclusions. Additional, well-designed, prospective trials of matched BP and UP depression patients and controlled treatment are required.